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Abstract

We present TubeKit, a query-based YouTube crawling toolkit. This software is a collection of

tools that allows one to build one’s own crawler that can crawl YouTube based on a set of seed

queries and collect up to 17 different attributes. TubeKit assists in the phases of this process

starting with database creation to finally giving access to the collected data with browsing and

searching interfaces. We further demonstrate how we used this toolkit to collect elections related

data from YouTube for nearly two years. Some analysis of the collected data relating to the

elections is also given.
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1 Introduction

Ever since its inception in 2005, YouTube has emerged as a premium forum for hosting online

videos. In this time, YouTube has become much more than posting, viewing, and sharing digital

videos; it has become a platform where people express their opinions, participate in discussions,

and voice their issues in many creative ways (Gomes, 2006).

While the YouTube platform caters to the video publishing and consuming needs of anyone,

it has also become an essential tool for political parties and campaigns for getting their messages

and propaganda out to its audience. The 2008 presidential election was unique in that it was the

first election where a tool like YouTube was used very extensively, creatively, and methodically

for the first time (Dalton, 2007; Jarvis, 2007; Seelye, 2007). Due to its large impact on political

movements and public opinions, it became essential for anyone - political and social scientists,
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archivists, curators, information scientists, journalists, and librarians - interested in studying the

elections to monitor and analyze YouTube activities around the elections.

Our interest in such analysis was initially motivated from the preservation point of view. As

a part of VidArch project,1 funded by the Library of Congress, we wanted to collect and archive

election-related videos from YouTube. Our interest was not only in harvesting the videos, but also

collecting their attributes, such as title, tags, ratings, and comments, and do so over a period of

time. During the spring of 2007, when we embarked upon this project, we did not find good tools

to collect such data from YouTube. We, therefore, started building our own set of tools. The result

was TubeKit - a toolkit that assisted us in creating customized crawlers that could harvest the

videos and related attributes based on running a set of queries.

As we continued collecting this data from YouTube, we realized that the kind of rich information

we were gathering could help us analyze the aspects of the data beyond those relating to preser-

vation. This paper depicts our journey to creating the tools to harvest such data, the collection

that we developed, the analysis that we performed, and the lessons that we learned in this process

lasting nearly two years.

2 Development

As mentioned before, we were interested in not only collecting pages and videos from YouTube, but

a set of specific attributes, such as title, description, tags, ratings, and comments. Using typical

crawling tools such as ‘wget’2 or ‘Heritrix’3 on YouTube could extract links and other information.

However, a major problem with such an approach was the constantly changing site and page

structure of YouTube. Ever since Google acquired YouTube, we have seen many modifications in

YouTube’s interface. This makes extracting specific attributes hard. We were also not interested in

broad crawling; rather, we wanted to crawl the data that related to the elections only. Due to these

two major criteria, we decided to use a query-based focused crawling approach and use YouTube

APIs as much as possible. Such focused crawlers are highly desired in narrow domains, vertical

portals, and for mining the web-spaces for specific entities (Chakrabarti, Berg, & Dom, 1999).
1http://ils.unc.edu/vidarch/
2http://www.gnu.org/software/wget/
3http://crawler.archive.org/
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The design of our crawler is shown in Figure 1 and was first presented in (Shah & Marchionini,

2007). Following is a brief description of its workflow.

Figure 1: Our scheme for query-based YouTube crawling

1. The user provides a set of seed queries to monitor.

2. The system uses these queries to go out and search on YouTube.

3. A set of metadata is extracted from a subset of the results returned from YouTube. We define

metadata to be the information about the given video which are provided by the author of

that video, and are usually static in nature. For instance, the genre of the video.

4. The video downloader component checks the metadata table to see which videos have not

been previously downloaded and collects those videos in flash format from YouTube.

5. The video converter component checks which videos are downloaded and not converted, and

converts them into mpeg format.

6. The context capturing component goes out to YouTube and captures various contextual

information about the video items for which the metadata is already collected. Each time
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such social context is captured, a time-stamp is recorded. We define social context as the

data contributed by the visitors to a video page. This would include fields such as ratings

and comments. Note that other types of social context in blogs and other sources could also

be harvested with different components (discussed later). The context capturing component

runs periodically and updates time-sensitive data such as new comments or video postings,

thus capturing temporal context.4

Thus, there are four major processes of our focused crawler: (1) metadata collection, (2) context

collection, (3) video downloader, and (4) video converter. Each of these parts can be run indepen-

dently and they all will check the overlapping functions with other parts to facilitate consistency

and integrity of the whole system.

As we finished building our YouTube crawler for the elections, we also had the need to create

such focused YouTube crawlers for other topics. Instead of building these crawlers individually,

we created TubeKit - a toolkit that can let anyone build a crawler based on the scheme given in

Figure 1.5 TubeKit is primarily built using PHP and MySQL. TubeKit has been tested on Linux

and Mac and should work fine with any other UNIX-based system. Its web-based interface lets one

configure and monitor a crawler with minimal efforts. TubeKit is available to the public for free

at http://www.tubekit.org under a Creative Commons Attribution-Noncommercial-Share Alike 3.0

United States License. The following section describes the usage of TubeKit.

3 Work Flow

In this section we will demonstrate how to create a query-based focused YouTube crawler using

TubeKit. Following are the steps to build such a crawler.

1. Provide basic information (project name, directory to store the crawler, etc. Figure 2).

TubeKit uses MagpieRSS6 for some of the parsing processes and youtube dl7 for downloading
4Now on we will refer to social or temporal context as simply contextual information.
5The original election crawler was created before TubeKit, but we introduced many enhancements to it after

building TubeKit. Today, the crawlers created using TubeKit can expect similar interface and functionalities as shown
here.

6http://magpierss.sourceforge.net/
7http://www.arrakis.es/∼rggi3/youtube-dl/
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flash videos. One needs to provide the locations of these freely available tools during the basic

configuration.

Figure 2: TubeKit: setting basic preferences

2. Set up the database (Figure 3). TubeKit uses MySQL database for storing all the collected

data. Given enough information, TubeKit can create a new database and required tables for

the crawler being created.

Figure 3: TubeKit: giving the database details

3. Select different attributes to collect for a YouTube video (Figure 4). There are 17 such possible

attributes that TubeKit can collect from YouTube for a given video. One can not only select

which attributes to crawl, but also if it should be crawled only the first time, or every time

the crawler process is run. This is useful while monitoring the videos over a period of time

as several of its attributes, such as the user who posted the video, will not change over time,

and there is no need to record it every time. TubeKit comes with a default setting that has

all the attributes marked appropriately for the common use.

4. Set up various schedules for crawling (Figure 5). TubeKit provides full flexibility for schedul-

ing various processes. One can specify how often or when exactly the four processes of the

crawler should run. Once again, TubeKit comes with default values for these parameters that

schedules to run the processes during the night.
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Figure 4: TubeKit: selecting the attributes to crawl (default setting shown)

Figure 5: TubeKit: scheduling various events (default setting shown)

Figure 6: Monitoring and adding queries to your customized crawler
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5. Access your crawler and enter seed queries (Figure 6). Finally, one needs to enter a set

of queries that the crawler created with TubeKit can continue running as per the schedule

chosen.

Once the queries are entered, the crawler is ready and should start harvesting the videos along

with a variety of attributes based on the configuration of the crawler and other settings. TubeKit

also generates a front-end of the crawler that can be accessed using a browser. This interface allows

one to monitor the collection being built by the active crawler. The following section describes this

interface with a crawler that we created for collecting election-related videos from YouTube.

4 TubeKit and the 2008 Elections

This section presents the details of our election crawler built using TubeKit, along with some

analysis of the collected data. As mentioned before, we were interested in documenting presidential

elections of 2008 from the perspective of an archivist concerned with preserving online digital media.

Given its popularity, usage, and market penetration, YouTube was our natural choice for this. In

addition, most of the proposed or possible candidates have their own channels on YouTube. CNN

had also paired up with YouTube for hosting candidates’ debates and getting public responses to

those videos (YouTube, 2008).

We built a crawler using TubeKit as described in the previous section and entered 56 queries.

Of these queries, 6 were general queries such as ‘election 2008’, and the rest were the names of

possible candidates at that time (March 2007) obtained from Wikipedia (Wikipedia, 2007). For

each of these queries, we decided to collect the top 100 results from YouTube every day. This

means every day our crawler would send 56 queries to YouTube, get the top 100 results, and store

the results that we do not already have. Thus, we get only new videos every day. However, we do

collect the contextual information for all the videos that we have every time we run our crawler.

As noted before, such contextual information includes time-sensitive attributes such as number of

views, comments, and ratings.

Figure 7 shows some of the queries being monitored by our crawler along with the number of

YouTube videos it has collected for each of these queries.

Figure 8 displays a query-wise summary of additional attributes for the collected videos. In
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Figure 7: Partial list of queries for the election crawler

this display, we can see that as of December 27, 2008, we had finished more than 500 crawls8 and

collected nearly 25000 unique videos. We can also see query-related statistics. For instance, as of

that day, we had collected 534 videos related to Hillary Rodham Clinton, with average views of

27708, and average comments of 185 per video. The crawler updates these statistics after every

crawl and prepares a front-end to present it.

Figure 8: Portion of collection summary (as of 12/27/2008). Columns with ‘Views’, ‘Ratings’,
‘Comments’, and ‘Favorited’ show the averages for 12/27/2008, and not for the entire collection up
to that day.

An overview of our collection over 18 months is depicted in Figure 9. One might question -

given that we are automatically collecting the videos based on running a set of queries, what is the

guarantee that we are actually getting the videos on the given topic? There are several ways to

validate the collected data. For instance, we can look at the genre of the videos and find out what
8We intended to run one crawl per day, but there were days we had to skip the crawling due to system maintenance.
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the collection is mostly about. However, given that our collection is focused on election 2008, genre

for the most videos is likely to be the same. What may be more interesting is looking at what these

individual videos are about. One way of finding this aboutness is by analyzing the tags associated

with these videos. Tags on YouTube are usually some keywords that are assigned by the author of

the video while posting that video. For instance, for video titled ‘John Edwards Feeling Pretty’,9

the tags are “John Edwards Hair Style”. This tells us that the video is about John Edwards and

also has something to do with hair styling.10

Figure 9: Overview of our election collection

A popular way of visualizing the tags is using a tag cloud (Halvey & Keane, 2007; Kaser &

Lemire, 2007), which is extensively used in several of the Web 2.0 websites (Bielenberg & Zacher,

2006). We generate tag cloud after each crawl from all the unique videos collected so far. The

size of a tag term on a tag cloud is proportionate to its frequency in the collection. A snapshot

of our tag cloud on January 5, 2009 is given in Figure 10. In order to make it feasible for usable
9http://youtube.com/watch?v=2AE847UXu3Q

10Note that at present, YouTube considers multi-term concepts as individual keywords; thus, a two term concept
such as hair style is considered two separate terms by the retrieval system.
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display, we ignored the tags that occurred fewer than 50 times in the collection. Thus, we can

retain important tags such as “Edwards” and remove less significant tags such as “hair” for this

collection.

Over time as new videos keep appearing in our collection, this tag cloud keeps changing and

in a way, reflects what is gaining or losing popularity in terms of content production and posting.

This not only helps us in visualizing the trends in our collection, but also provides a verification

that indeed, the most of the videos in our collection are about the topics that we would expect.

Figure 10: Snapshot of the tag cloud on January 5, 2009

TubeKit also prepares a front-end for browsing or searching in the collected videos. A snapshot

of this interface is shown in Figure 11. Some basic information such as title, description, and genre

of each of the videos is displayed here. The last column in the given table has letters ‘M’ and ‘C’,

which link to the metadata and contextual information respectively.

As noted before, we treat any static information about a video as metadata, and any dynamic

or time-dependent information as the contextual information. Snapshots for such metadata and
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Figure 11: Browsing/searching in the collection

contextual information for a video are shown in Figure 12 and 13. The metadata information is

self-explanatory. Let us look at Figure 13 for the contextual information. Here, our election crawler

has presented crawl-wise statistics of a variety of dynamic parameters such as number of views,

ratings, and comments. In addition to this, it indicates the significance of changes for a given

parameter between two crawls. This is done by using different shades of yellow for highlighting the

values. The scale on the top of the table presents the relation between the highlighting color and

the % change in the value of a given parameter from the previous crawl.

In addition to reporting the differences between two crawls, TubeKit also provides a way for the

user to indicate what constitutes a significant change for him/her. Figure 14 shows the interface

for setting such preferences. As we can see, the user can combine different dynamic parameters

using AND or OR operators and set their individual values that help decide if the present crawl

is reporting a significant change from the previous crawl or not. Once such parameters are set for

a query11, the crawler provides a binary decision regarding whether a given crawl is significantly
11See Figure 7 where the queries are displayed. With each query, there is a lin to ‘Setup’, which brings up the

interface shown in Figure 14.
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Figure 12: Metadata for the video ‘Barack Obama: My Plans for 2008’

Figure 13: Crawl-wise contextual information for the video ‘Barack Obama: My Plans for 2008’
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different from the previous crawl or not. This is indicated in the last column of crawl listing (Figure

13).12

Figure 14: Setting monitoring options for a query

We found such functionalities provided by TubeKit extremely useful in our analysis. For in-

stance, we found that on August 26, 2007, there was a significant change reported on the crawl

for the video ‘Barack Obama: My Plans for 2008’. On that Sunday, Barack Obama visited New

Orleans and gave a speech presenting a plan aimed at hastening the rebuilding of New Orleans and

restructuring how the federal government would respond to future catastrophes in America. He

also took a walking tour of a city neighborhood. This event created many discussions in the news

media (Zeleny, 2007) as well as the blogosphere (The Richmond Democrat, 2007). Reflecting this

significant Obama event his flag-video on YouTube reflected much more than usual participation.

Such incident also indicates high correlation between real-life events and participation around the

related YouTube videos. The generality of such correlation, however, needs to be invested further.

Detecting such events can help us in spawning off other processes. For instance, one can think

of having an automated system that can go out and explore various information outlets such as the

New York Times and CNN.com when a change of certain magnitude for a query (candidate) or a

video occurs.

Let us now look at the videos specifically contributed by Barack Obama and John McCain

campaigns. To identify these videos, we looked at the videos posted by ‘BarackObamadotcom’ and
12Note that the display in Figure 13 was generated with different values than what is shown in Figure 14.
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‘JohnMcCaindotcom’ users respectively.13 Using this approach, we found that as of October 20,

2008, Barack Obama’s campaign had posted 577 videos, which was the highest number of videos

posted (2.6% of 22,104) by any individual or organization in our collection. On the other hand,

John McCain’s campaign had posted only 94 videos (0.4%), ranking 21 among the authors in our

collection. It is not surprising that Obama’s videos had a view count of more than 34 million,

whereas McCain’s videos had a view count of less than 2 million. This gives Obama’s videos nearly

18 times more views than that of McCain’s. Other statistics about the YouTube videos of these

two candidates can be seen in the table below.

Table 1: Obama and McCain on YouTube (based on our collection as of 10/20/2008)

Parameter Obama McCain
Videos posted 577 94
Number of views 34,387,028 1,919,855
Number of comments 69,188 23,711
Number of ratings 219,876 15,622
Number of times favorited 13,517 3,791

Since Obama had significantly more videos posted than McCain, it may be unfair to compare

their views etc. directly. We, therefore, present the averages for both the candidates in the Table

2. As we seen in that table, on average, an Obama video was viewed nearly three times as much

as McCain’s. Sure, McCain’s videos have more comments per video than Obama’s, but without

analyzing them, it is hard to say anything about the opinionated nature of those comments.

Table 2: Averages for Obama and McCain on YouTube (based on our collection as of 10/20/2008)

Parameter Obama McCain
Avg. views per video 59,596 20,424
Avg. comments per video 120 252
Avg. ratings per video 381 166
Avg. number of times a video favorited 23 40

13Note that we do not claim that we have all the videos related to these two candidates.
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5 Additional Tools and Analysis

In addition to the primary component of TubeKit, which incorporates a suit of tools to perform

query-based YouTube crawling, we have developed a few small tools14 that lets one collect various

forms of information off YouTube without running queries. These tools are listed below.

• Extract YouTube video URLs

A script that takes a set of YouTube URLs (or URLs to almost any webpage), and extracts

the embedded URLs that point to YouTube videos. One can use this generated list to harvest

various attributes about those videos using the ‘Harvest videos’ or ‘Download YouTube videos’

tools described below.

• Download YouTube videos

This script lets one download the YouTube videos using ‘youtube dl’ tool. One can write

these URLs manually, or use the output of the ‘Extract YouTube videos URLs’ tool.

• Harvest videos

This script lets one collect a number of attributes of a YouTube video. All one need to do

is put the URLs of those videos in a text file and pass the name of that file as an argument

on the command line. One can write these URLs manually, or use the output of the ‘Extract

YouTube videos URLs’ tool.

• Harvest profiles

This script reads username handles from a table in which the data is collected by ‘Harvest

videos’ tool, and collects a set of attributes from that user’s profile.

• Crawl inlinks

This script takes a URL of a YouTube video (or any URL) and finds the webpages that link

to it or embed it. This tool uses the web crawl by Yahoo! to find such inlinks.

‘Harvest videos’, ‘Harvest profiles’, and ‘Crawl inlinks’ tools store the harvested data in a

MySQL database, which can then be easily viewed or extracted.
14Available from http://www.tubekit.org/tools.php
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In addition to the election crawler, we have created additional crawlers using TubeKit for col-

lecting data from YouTube for our research on various topics. These crawlers are on topics such as

energy, epidemics, health, natural disasters, and truth commissions. These crawlers have also been

running for almost as long as our election crawler and have harvested about 30000 videos over a

period of nearly two years.

The framework of TubeKit has been used to create ContextMiner, which allows one to run

queries on different sources, including YouTube, without any installation on their side and with

even less effort. The description of ContextMiner is beyond the scope of this article, but the reader

is referred to http://www.contextminer.org for further details and exploration.

While YouTube provides many valuable attributes relating to a video, we may need to explore

other sources such as blogs to complete the picture (Capra et al., 2008). For instance, look at one

of the most popular (viral) videos on YouTube: ‘Vote Different’.15 To many people it is not clear

where it came from - what the story is behind, who created it, and why. A screenshot of this item

collected from YouTube by our system is shown in Figure 15. Some of the basic information about

this video, including description, author name, and keywords, can be seen.

Figure 15: Metadata for the video ‘Vote Different’

Now if we look at the in-links collected to this YouTube video (Figure 16), we see that one of

the articles linking to the above video talks about the author of this video. As we look at this

article (Figure 17), we can see that it talks about who created this video, why, and what is the

background for the video. We can also see the original ‘Think Different’ video embedded in the

article. Together, these objects provide us good enough contextual information to document the

given digital object in a more meaningful way.
15http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6h3G-lMZxjo
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Figure 16: Inlinks to the video ‘Vote Different’

Figure 17: Article about the author ‘ParkRidge47’
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6 Conclusion

In this paper we presented TubeKit, a toolkit that helps one create a customized focused crawler for

YouTube. We demonstrated how we created a crawler for harvesting not only the videos relating

to the election, but also several attributes over a period of many months. In this process that has

lasted for nearly two years for us, we have learned several lessons, some of which are listed here.

• Looking at a YouTube video at a given time may not tell us the whole story behind it. It is

important to observe it over a period of time to learn about its usage and impact.

• User participation is one of the defining factors of platforms such as YouTube. While studying

the original information or objects (in this case, digital videos), we have to look at the user

participation and the community built around it.

• Not all users are equal in their contribution on online mass media platforms such as YouTube.

Shah & Marchionini (2008) showed how a small number of participants can make a huge

impact on the overall information landscape due to their unique roles.

• There seem to be a high correlation between online participation on YouTube and real-life

events.16 For instance, we found that within a few days of the announcement of Sarah Palin as

the republican party candidate for the vice-president, the number of YouTube videos relating

to her went up by a significant number. We also saw a spike in the participation around those

videos as measured by the views and comments.

• The core part of TubeKit is based on collecting data from YouTube by running queries.

Unfortunately, we do not fully understand how YouTube’s relevance algorithm works, and

thus, we are not sure what factors are considered while executing a query on YouTube. The

functionality of TubeKit is also limited by the API and other support provided by YouTube’s

website.

We are committed to continually develop and support open-source TubeKit for the research

community, distributed under a Creative Commons Attribution-Noncommercial-Share Alike 3.0
16This may not be true for other topics, and the truthfulness of this statement for general cases needs to be invested

further.
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United States License. Now in its third major release of public beta, TubeKit has helped many

research groups and organizations in not only collecting valuable data from YouTube, but also in

making sense of it. In about a year’s time, TubeKit has been downloaded for nearly 300 times and

used by researchers all around the world - from Library of Congress to University of Paris - for a

variety of projects. We believe this toolkit and the associated tools will keep helping us accelerate

our research related to YouTube.
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